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Abstract
The concept of MIMO (multiple input multiple output) transmission over multi-

mode fibers has attracted increasing interest within the last years. Theoretically, the
performance of the optical MIMO multimode channel is well predictable. However,
the realization of the optical MIMO channel requires substantial further research.
In this work the efficiency of optical couplers in MIMO systems is studied in a 1,4
km multimode testbed. Optical couplers have long been used as passive optical
components being able to combine or split SISO (single-input single-output) data
transmission from optical fibers. Our results show by the obtained measured impulse responses together with the simulated BER performance that optical couplers
are well suited for the optical MIMO transmission despite their insertion losses and
asymmetries. Comparing the different couplers those which maintain the different
optical mode groups support the MIMO transmission more efficiently.
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Introduction

In the recent past the concept of MIMO (multiple input multiple output) transmission [1,2]
over multimode fibers has attracted increasing interest in the optical fiber transmission
community, targeting at increased fiber capacity [3,4]. The fiber capacity of a multimode
fiber is limited by the modal dispersion compared to single-mode transmission where no
modal dispersion except for polarization exists.
In MIMO transmission dispersion can be used to outperform the SISO transmission
from an information theoretic point of view leading to higher fiber capacities and under
practical circumstances to lower bit-error probabilities. The description of the optical
MIMO channel has attracted attention and reached a state of maturity [3,5,6]. However,
the realization of the optical MIMO channel requires substantial further research [7, 8].
Against this background, the novel contribution of this paper is the use of optical
couplers within a 1,4 km multimode (2 × 2) MIMO testbed. Based on the channel measurements, the different propagation paths within the MIMO system are described. To-

gether with the appropriate MIMO modeling and the corresponding signal processing
(e. g. singular value decomposition), the efficiency of different optical couplers in MIMO
communication is elaborated.
The remaining part of this contribution is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the
optical MIMO basics. Practical issues of optical MIMO including the use of optical couplers are introduced and discussed in section 3. The performance criteria used to evaluate
the different optical couplers are introduced in section 4, while associated performance results are presented and interpreted in section 5. Finally, section 6 provides our concluding
remarks1 .
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Optical MIMO

An optical MIMO system can be formed by feeding different sources of light into the
fiber, which support different optical modes. Theoretically, it can be done by using
two single mode fibers as shown in Fig. 1. The different sources of light lead to different

Figure 1: Transmitter side configuration with center and offset light launch condition

power distribution patterns at the fiber end depending on the transmitter side light launch
conditions. Fig. 2 highlights the measured mean power distribution pattern at the end of a
1,4 km multimode fibre. Together with the appropriate receiver side spatial configurations,
i. e. spot and ring filter (see Fig. 3), the electrical MIMO channel can be formed. Fig. 3

Figure 2: Measured mean power distribution pattern as a function of the light launch
position (left: eccentricity δ = 0 µm, right: eccentricity δ = 18 µm); the dotted line
represents the 50 µm core size.

illustrates the corresponding transmitter and receiver side configuration. Fig. 4 highlights
the resulting electrical MIMO system model.
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Figure 3: Forming the optical MIMO channel (left: light launch positions at the transmitter side with a given eccentricity δ, right: spatial configuration at the receiver side as
a function of the mask diameter r)
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Figure 4: Electrical MIMO system model (example: n = 2)

Investigations in [11] have shown that an eccentricity of δ = 10 µm and a mask diameter of r = 15 µm was found to be beneficial for minimizing the overall BER at a fixed
data rate. However technologically an eccentricity of δ = 10 µm cannot be realized with
two single mode fibres with a core size of 10 µm each. Therefore other transmitter side
light launch conditions are in the focus of interest.
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Practical Issues of Optical MIMO

A possible solution for feeding different sources of light in parallel in the fibre can be
provided by optical couplers. In this section, various optical couplers are analyzed for
their suitability in optical MIMO transmission systems (see Fig. 5). The focus within this
section is on the transmitter side.
It is well known that optical couplers may show a very mode selective behavior [12].
In general this behavior depends on the fabrication technique [13]. Although the term
’mode selectivity’ usually referred to the unwanted coupling ratio’s dependency on the
launching conditions we can make use of this parameter to control or better to maintain
the mode groups within such a device.
Fig. 6–9 show the measured mean power distribution patterns at the fibre end when
using different couplers at the transmitter side for feeding different sources of light into the
fibre. The obtained intensity patterns are neither normalized nor related to each other.
However, a good insight into the spatial mode structure is obtained.
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Figure 5: Transmitter side coupler for launching different sources of light into the MMF

Figure 6: Measured mean power distribution pattern when using the symmetric fusion
coupler (SFC) at the transmitter side (left: center light launch condition; right: off-center
light launch condition, δ = 11µm); the dotted line represents the 50 µm core size.

Due to its inherent coupling mechanism the so called surface or evanescent field couplers, e.g. the fusion couplers start to couple light into the neighbor waveguide with the
high order modes first. The strength of this behavior can be controlled by the degree of
fusion. Therefore, the fusion coupler with the asymmetric coupling ratio which is realized
by applying a low degree of fusion can easily split mode groups into high and low orders
or combine them as can be seen when comparing Fig. 6 and 7. Unfortunately these
asymmetric fusion couplers give also rise to very asymmetric MIMO channels which is
caused by their coupling ratio (see Tab. 1). The coupling ratio acr can be obtained from
the insertion losses a1 2 and a1 3 and results in
(1)

acr = |a13 − a12 | .

Table 1: Parameters of the transmitter-side couplers measured with restricted mode
launch conditions as specified in Fig. 6–9 (in dB)

excess loss ae
coupling ratio ac r

SFC AFC PC
2,3
2,5 3,2
2,0
7,8 0,7

MC
3,8
1,4

On the other hand ’butt-end’ or end face couplers are usually considered to be less
mode selective which is not true in general as can be seen from both Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
Here the polished coupler shows strong support of the fundamental mode but it mixes
several high order mode groups. Since it is all but impossible to polish the two fiber
branches symmetrically and the optical modes respond very sensitive to these geomet-

Figure 7: Measured mean power distribution pattern when using the asymmetric fusion
coupler (AFC) at the transmitter side (left: center light launch condition; right: off-center
light launch condition, δ = 15µm); the dotted line represents the 50 µm core size.

Figure 8: Measured mean power distribution pattern when using the polished coupler
(PC) at the transmitter side (left: center light launch condition; right: high order mode
path, δ = 0µm); the dotted line represents the 50 µm core size.

rical distortions the polished couplers show more or less mode selective behavior, too.
Compared to fusion couplers they have the disadvantage of generally higher excess losses
(see Tab. 1). The same holds true for couplers using micro optical parts, e. g. the mirror
coupler. However, they may offer better mode control due to the easy access to the expanded optical fields. Fig. 9 shows qualitatively that the high order mode group is better
maintained in comparison to the polished coupler in Fig. 8. In summary the three main
parameters of couplers depend on fabrication techniques as indicated in Fig. 10.
Now, all impulse responses have been measured as described in [14] and [15] (see
Fig. 11).
In order to exclude the impact of the different excess losses of the couplers (see Tab. 1)
which can be related to fabrication deficiencies the overall powers at output 1 (Fig. 5)
were equalized.
Though the power is equalized it spreads across the different mode groups supported
by the respective couplers. Therefore different couplers will produce differing MIMO
channels. Comparing g2 2 (t) in Fig. 12 to 15 the power spreading across the high order
modes is emphasized. This is expected since the number of excited mode groups increases
with the radial launching offset δ. However the different couplers may further increase this
number by mode coupling. The lowest spreading shows the asymmetric fusion coupler with
four mode groups whereas the polished coupler produces eight mode groups. Likewise the
fundamental mode is mainly supported by both the asymmetric fusion and the polished
couplers whereas the other couplers also excite the next higher mode. The disadvantage

Figure 9: Measured mean power distribution pattern when using the mirror coupler (MC)
at the transmitter side (left: center light launch condition; right: off-center light launch
condition, δ = 10µm); the dotted line represents the 50 µm core size.
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Figure 10: Relationship between fabrication techniques and coupler parameters.

of the unequal coupling ratio of an asymmetric fusion coupler compared to a symmetric
one is not as evident as expected which can be seen from g2 2 (t) in Fig. 12 and 13. This is
caused by the restricted mode launching conditions and how the coupler maintains certain
modes.
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Performance Criteria

For the performance evaluation of the different MIMO configurations, coherent transmission and detection is assumed together with the modulation format QAM (quadrature
amplitude modulation) per MIMO transmission mode. The block-oriented system for
fixed transmit
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Figure 11: Measurement setup for measuring the MIMO specific impulse responses
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Figure 12: Measured electrical MIMO impulse responses with respect to the pulse frequency fT = 1/Ts = 5, 00 GHz at 1326 nm operating wavelength when using the symmetric fusion coupler at the transmitter side
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Figure 13: Measured electrical MIMO impulse responses with respect to the pulse frequency fT = 1/Ts = 5, 00 GHz at 1326 nm operating wavelength when using the asymmetric fusion coupler at the transmitter side

frequency selective channels is modeled by:
u=H·c+w .

(2)

In (2), the transmitted signal vector c is mapped by the channel matrix H onto the
received vector u. Finally, the vector of the additive, white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is
defined by w [14, 16]. Details on the transmission model, which has been determined
by channel measurements, are given in [14]. Singular-value decomposition (SVD) can
now be used to transfer the whole MIMO system into independent, non-interfering layers
exhibiting unequal gains per layer as highlighted in Fig. 16, where as a result weighted
additive, white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels appear. The data symbols at the time
k, i. e. c1 k and c2 k are weighted by the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of the
√
√
matrix HH H, i. e. ξ1 k and ξ2 k . Finally, some noise is added, i. e. w1 k and w2 k .
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Figure 14: Measured electrical MIMO impulse responses with respect to the pulse frequency fT = 1/Ts = 5, 00 GHz at 1326 nm operating wavelength when using the polished
coupler at the transmitter side
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Figure 15: Measured electrical MIMO impulse responses with respect to the pulse frequency fT = 1/Ts = 5, 00 GHz at 1326 nm operating wavelength when using the mirror
coupler at the transmitter side
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Results

For comparing the different MIMO configurations, a fixed transmission bit rate is assumed.
Furthermore, for numerical analysis it is assumed, that each optical input within the
multimode fiber is fed by a system with identical mean properties with respect to transmit
filter and pulse frequency fT = 1/Ts . Rectangular pulses are used for transmit and receive
filtering. For numerical assessment within this paper, the pulse frequency is chosen to be
fT = 5,00 GHz, the average transmit power is supposed to be Ps = 1 V2 – this equals
1 W at a linear and constant resistance of 1 Ω – and as an external disturbance a white
Gaussian noise with power spectral density N0 is assumed [14]. Tab. 2 highlights the
different transmission modes to be investigated when minimizing the overall BER.
In order to transmit at a fixed data rate while maintaining the best possible integrity,
i. e. bit-error rate (BER), an appropriate number of MIMO layers has to be used, which
depends on the specific QAM constellation size as well as the layer-specific weighting
√
√
factors, i. e. ξ1 k and ξ2 k .
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Figure 16: SVD-based layer-specific transmission model

Table 2: Parameters for bitloading: Investigated QAM transmission modes for fixed
transmission bit rate
throughput
4 bit/s/Hz
4 bit/s/Hz

layer 1 layer 2
16
0
4
4

For a given MIMO configuration, i. e. the asymmetric fusion coupler at the transmitter
side and the spatial filters at the receiver side, the corresponding BER performance is
depicted in Fig. 17. As shown by the BER results, the achievable performance of the
MIMO system is strongly affected by the number of bits transmitted per activated MIMO
layer. Using SVD, the singular values are ordered in descending order. That’s why only
the strongest layers should be used for the data transmission with appropriate QAM
modulation levels.
Fig. 18 shows the obtained BER performance when using the different transmitter
side coupler configurations. As highlighted by the BER results, the asymmetric fusion
coupler (AFC) shows the best performance among the investigated coupler configurations. Therein, unequal coupling ratio of an asymmetric fusion coupler seems to be highly
beneficial when minimizing the overall BER.

6

Conclusion

In this work the use of optical couplers in a (2 × 2) MIMO testbed is studied and analyzed
for a 1,4 km multimode MIMO channel. As shown by the obtained measured impulse
responses as well as the simulated BER results, optical couplers are well suited for the
optical MIMO transmission. As shown by the simulation results, couplers maintaining the
different mode groups without additional mixing seem to be beneficial when minimizing
the overall BER.
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